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What “brownfield” means in an urban sustainability context

Brownfields, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
are any “abandoned, idled, or under-utilized industrial and commercial 
facilities where redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived 
contamination” (McCarthy, 287).
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BROWNFIELD REMEDIATION
Key considerations

1) Economics and financing remediation for redevelopment

2) Using remediation to benefit community health 
and participation
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THE DEAD CORE
Curtailing counterurbanisation

PRESENCE OF URBAN CORE BROWNFIELD SITES LARGELy A RESULT OF
• company industrial relocation to urban periphery with ready access to major transportation connections
• bankruptcy or closure of an industrial operation (downsizing, recession, mergers, etc.)
• international free trade agreements encouraging relocation to lower-wage markets
• toxic event requiring abandonment (Three Mile Island, Love Canal, Chernobyl)
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CANADIAN BROWNFIELDS
Two-tier governmental regulations 

DUAL-LEVEL OVERSIGHT By FEDERAL + PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS

1) federal oversight over all federal-owned land
2) provincial oversight over all other lands
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CANADIAN BROWNFIELDS
Two-tier limitations 

PROBLEMS WITH THIS TWO-TIER APPROACH

• lack of harmonization between provinces
• lack of provincial consistency discourages private remediation efforts
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CANADIAN BROWNFIELDS
Efforts to harmonize two-tier co-operation 

CO-ORDINATION EFFORTS

• 1989: Canadian Council of Ministers for the Environment (CCME)
• National Contaminated Sites Remediation Program (NCSRP)
• 1995: NCSRP terminated as a result of tier-“downloading”
• 1998: harmonization draft adopted, Québec excepted
• consequence: federal harmonization unlikely to alter original CCME system
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REMEDIATION LIABILITy
Management approaches 

“jOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITy”
• one party (main company) can be held liable for entire site cleanup
• that party must secure funds from other pollution-contributing parties

“ALLOCATED/APPORTIONED LIABILITy”
• different parties are held responsible according to their pollution contribution
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REMEDIATION FUNDING
Management approaches 

CANADA
Canada, like the U.S., supports a “polluter pays” policy, but nothing is formalized

• This lack of formality is considered a disincentive to private stakeholders
• Private interests prefer “public sector to level the economic playing field” 

Unlike U.S.’s Superfund, Ottawa lacks a programme for funding cleanup 
• Québec is the exception: Urban Contaminated Sites Rehabilitation Program
• NCSRP was supposed to effect this before being terminated in 1995

UNITED STATES
• U.S. can include tax-increment financing as part of a comprehensive plan

EUROPE
• Europe resembles less of an American funding system than a Canadian one
• funding varies by nation, by province/state, and locality
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RATIONALE
Why remediate brownfields beyond a sustainability argument? 

1) zoning/growth restrictions on developing greenfields
2) incentive to build where utility infrastructure already exists
3) community involvement and re-investment returns 

beyond tax base
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TORONTO CASE STUDy
1848–1954: Consumers’ Gas Company 

• founded on west delta of Don River to supply coal gas 
to street lamps and home stoves/ovens

• coal “gasification” resulted in slag which leeched into surrounding soil
• holding tanks also susceptible to leaking into ground
• plant finally shut down in 1954; most of the site was demolished
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TORONTO CASE STUDy
1988–2011: From Ataratiri to The West Don Lands 

• 1988: Ataratiri project was first effort to create 7,000 affordable housing units
• 1990s recessions killed Ataratiri
• 2006: West Don Lands project for new mixed-income neighbourhood plan
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QUESTIONS
Strategies for policy development in a provincial context 

• Given the two-tier system and lack of unified inter-provincial consensus, 
what directions might Queen’s Park pursue to decrease barriers to enabling
brownfield remediation?

• Beyond commercial or residential development, what other applications might
brownfield remediation cleanup optimally serve?

• In an international context, how do you see non-governmental organisations
and multi-lateral governmental alliances willingly funding and managing the 
remediation efforts for some of the most toxic brownfield sites on the planet,
many of which their commercial interests contributed to the pollution in the
first place?

• What else comes to mind?
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